Easy Crochet Scarf
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Converted into written format by Deanne
Video tutorial - PLEASE DO NOT USE VIDEO FOR TESTING THE PATTERN 

Materials
Yarn of your choice
Crochet hook that is approximately 1 size SMALLER than recommended for your yarn (this is to keep the
stitches neat. You can use any size hook that you like
yarn needle
scrap paper pen/pencil
scissors
Terms used:





ch chain Sc single crochet Fo finish off

This pattern is very easily adjusted to the size you like. It can be made longer, shorter, wider etc. The
number of chains at the end (fringe) and the number of chains between single crochets is completely
up to you. This pattern will be written with an actual number provided, if you chose to change the
number(s) for your project, please be sure to write the number(s) down.
Each ROW in this pattern is just like a starting chain and will be finished off at the end of that row.
Each row is worked on the same side, we do not turn at the end of the row
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Diagram of first set of chains:

Make a slipknot, ch 15 for end fringe, ch in multiples of 5 until desired length is reached, ch another 15 for
end fringe, fo (foundation chain)
ROW 1: With next yarn, slip knot and ch 14, now sc into the 15th ch of your foundation chain, *ch 4, skip 4
ch on your foundation chain and sc into the 5th ch*. Repeat *to* finishing with a sc into the foundation chain
and 15 ch left. Be sure to chain 15 for end fringe, finish off ans weave on ends
ROW 2: With next yarn, slip knot and chain 14, sc into 1st sc on row 1, *ch 4, sc into next sc of row 1*
repeat *to* until you have sc into the last sc, ch 15 finish off and weave in ends
ROW 3: Repeat row 2 until you reach your desired width.

Thank you for choosing my pattern 
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